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OBJECTIVES: 
 
After this session, you will be able to: 

1. Identify how “voluntary exposure” and “assumption of the risk” impact Fourth Amendment 
analysis;  

2. Describe how peer-to-peer networks work and how the U.S. Supreme Court has analyzed 
them;  

3. Define who has standing to challenge disclosure of information held by third parties; and 

4. Summarize whether individuals have a privacy interest in email and dialed telephone 
numbers, and how the U.S. Supreme Court analyzes internet service agreements. 

 

REQUIRED READING: PAGE 

Thomas K. Clancy, Voluntary Exposure & Assumption of Risk (May 2013) 
[NCJRL PowerPoint] .......................................................................................................................1 

 

 

 



Voluntary Exposure & Assumption of 
Risk

THOMAS K. CLANCY
Director

National Center for Justice 
and the Rule of Law

The University of Mississippi School of Law

1.  Does the Amendment apply?

A. need Government Intrusion: "Search“

B. Intrusion must invade protected 
interest:

reasonable expectation of 
privacy of suspect

Expectation of Privacy Analysis

must have legitimate expectation of privacy invaded by 
gov't search

two prongs

1  individual has subjective expectation of privacy

2  society recognizes that expectation as justified

• If either prong missing, no protected interest  
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this session -- limitations on privacy

 voluntary exposure / assumption of 
risk

 third party doctrine

 measuring REP generally

an illustration

Do you have Reasonable Expectation of
Privacy in text messages on

1.  your own phone  ?

2.  on phone of recipient  ?

3.  along the way – obtained text from cell 
carrier’s servers   ?

part #1:  your own box ....

device, etc ...
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Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Networks

file-sharing technology --- creates virtual networks

criminal activity:  

 Copyright Infringement

 Computer Hacking 
Worms  -- Viruses -- Theft of information

 Child Exploitation and Pornography

How Gnutella Works
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each red dot: computer offering known CP video file -- 2 day period, July, 2009

Considerations

 User on Internet voluntarily

 User decides, through settings in 
software, how much of computer 
open to others on Internet

 Every download exact duplicate 
of original

Law Enforcement Response

search file sharing networks for known child porn 
images

Questions:

 “Search” w/in meaning of 4th Amendment?

 Does user connected to Internet via P2P have 
reasonable expectation of privacy in files in shared 
folders?
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Operation Fairplay

U.S. v. Ganoe, 538 F.3d 1117 (9th Cir. 2008)

putting files in shared fie on P2P network

“ is like saying that he did not 
know enough to close his drapes ”

no REP in P2P

connecting computer to local network

US v. King, 509 F.3d 1338 (11th Cir. 2007)

connected own laptop in his dorm room to military base network

knew activities on network subject to monitoring

airman looking for music found porn on King's computer

after report, investigator located King's computer on network
 found porn file 
 additional CP files

REP?

hard drive contents "akin to items stored in the unsecured 
areas of a multi-unit apartment building or put 
in dumpster accessible to the public"
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part #3:   the third party

information held by third parties
general rule:  never have standing to challenge disclosure 

of information held by third party

ex:   records of deposit at bank
U.S. v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435 (1976)

only exception to date?

hospital records of medical tests of pregnant women 
indicating drug use given to law enforcement by 
hospital

BUT premised on assumption woman did not consent to 
test

Ferguson v. City of Charleston, 532 U.S. 67 (2001)

Traditional F/A 
doctrine

No F/A Protection from 3rd Party Disclosures to Gov't

Rationale: Risk Analysis  -- Voluntary Exposure

 misplaced belief to whom voluntarily confides will not 
reveal secret

Miller

 such risk “probably inherent in the conditions of human 
society"

Hoffa
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voluntary disclosure

assume risk that third party will disclose information, 
item to gov't

same principles applied --- No F/A protection against

1.  disclosure of subscriber info by ISPs

Forrester / all federal -- no REP
Reid (NJ) -- has REP

2.  Email recovered from recipient

Proetto

3.  Internet chat rooms

Gariano

4.  Posting Info on a Website

doctrines:

voluntary exposure

assumption of risk

part #2:  along the way
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records numbers dialed by  telephone: 

Smith v. MD:  robber kept calling victim 

• #s NOT content

• any REP in #s dialed ??

1.  doubted if any actual EP

2.  No REP 
-- voluntarily conveyed info to 3rd party
-- assumed risk of disclosure

pen registers

But what about automation?

"We are not inclined to hold that a different 
constitutional result is required because the telephone 
company decided to automate."

type of information is gov't seeking

content:
communication itself

non-content:

dialing / addressing information
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non-consensual interception of communications, etc, 
over the internet to another party

example:  email

possible analogies:

its like a letter in the mail

its like numbers dialed on a telephone

its like any info possessed by third party

uncertainty as to F/A applicability

statutory protections tend to supercede  --
outside the box 

Congress /states have enacted some statutory 
regulation of computer network investigations:

 Stored Communications Act
 Wiretap Act
 Pen Register / Trap and Trace

See statutory summary in Tab 1 memo, 
section 1.5

what are these?

Email
Text messages
IP Addresses
Subscriber Info
URLs
Web Addresses  

two questions:

1.  content or non-
content?

2.  if content, does 
person objecting have 
REP and/or statutory 
protection?
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Smiling Bob meets the 6th Circuit

Is email protected by Fourth Amendment?

Warshak #1, 
532 F.3d 521 (6th Cir. 2008)  (en banc)   

privacy expectations

 "may well shift over time"

 “shifts from internet-service agreement to 
internet-service agreement"

 requires knowledge about ever-evolving 
technologies

variety of agreements

Service providers ....

 will "not ... read or disclose subscribers' e-mail to anyone 
except authorized users"

 "will not intentionally monitor or disclose any private email 
message" but "reserves the right" to do so in some cases

 right "to pre-screen, refuse or move any Content that is available 
via the Service"

 e-mails will be provided to government on request

 other individuals will have access to email / can use information 

 no REP in any communications
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U.S. v. Warshak (#2),
631 F.3d 266 (6th Cir. 2010)

SCA subpoena on less than probable cause violates
4th Amend 

 analogy to letters / phone calls
 ISP = post office / telephone company

 subscriber agreement:    limited access only 
to protect ISP 

 not holding:   subscriber agreement will never be broad enough 
to snuff out REP  .... if  ISP intends to “audit, inspect, and 
monitor” emails, might be enough

AOL Server
Temporary Storage

Sender 
(AOL)

Recipient (gmail)

Where email can be read

google Server
Temporary Storage

Quon:  some answers?

 cop sent text messages to wife, mistress via gov't 
issued pager

 agency reviewed printouts obtained from provider to 
determine if needed more capacity for police business

City of Ontario v. Quon,
560 U.S. __, 130 S. Ct. 2619 (2010)
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Formal Written Policy

 explicitly said user had no REP
 could audit, monitor, or log all activity
 not for personal use
 Quon aware of and signed

"Informal Policy"

 Lt. Duke:  you pay overages, will not audit

police pager policies

Quon:   NO answers

 "case touches issues of far reaching significance," but  
disposed "by settled principles determining when a 
search is reasonable”

 concern:   "broad holding" on REP "vis-à-vis 
employer-provided technological equipment might 
have implications for future cases that cannot be 
predicted" 

1.  assumed Quon / women had REP 

2.  search reasonable

dicta on REP analysis  -- possible factors

 Duke's statements change in policy?

 did Duke have "fact or appearance" of authority to  
change  / guarantee REP

 should public/ private employees be treated 
differently

 gov't had interests to review messages:
• performance evaluations
• litigation on lawfulness of police actions
• comply w/ open records laws
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 Rapid changes in communication

 many employers expect / tolerate personal use

 employer policies "especially"  when "clearly 
communicated"

 some state statutes require employers to notify when 
monitoring electronic communications

 uncertain evolution of workplace norms / law's 
treatment 

 Cell phone / text messaging pervasive --
hence:

 one view:

"essential means or necessary instruments 
for self-expression, even self-identification"

 another view:

due to ubiquity / affordability employees 
can buy own

Scalia, concurring

 Applicability discussion “unnecessary” & 
“exaggerated” 

 rejects "implication" about electronic privacy 
that Ct should decide less  –

The-times-they-are-a-changin' is a feeble 
excuse for disregard of duty.
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 courts/ litigants likely to use dicta 
as "heavy-handed hint about how 
they should proceed"

The Court’s standard

“is (to put it mildly) unlikely to 
yield objective answers"

Sotomayor concurring in  U.S. v. Jones, 
132 S CT 945 (2012)

Privacy does not equal secrecy

 reconsider 3rd party doctrine:  “ill suited to the digital 
age”

 people reveal great deal of info to 3rd parties  to carry 
out mundane tasks

 phone numbers dialed /text to cellular providers
 URLs visited
 e-mail addresses  to ISPs
 books, groceries, and medications purchased online

Sotomayor concurring

 Doubts people accept warrantless disclosure to Gov’t  
list of Web sites visited in last week, month, or year 

 Does not assume info voluntarily disclosed to some 
member of public for limited purpose is disentitled to 
F/A protection
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application of principles to --

1.  Virtual worlds

2. cloud computing

3.  web based data storage

what are the 
relevant considerations?

virtual worlds

http://www.lively.com/html/landing.html

create  own virtual space
chat and interact with your friends
in rooms you create

express yourself
customize your avatar and 
stream personal videos and photos

add your room to your site
Invite your friends to chat and 
decorate

virtual worlds
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rooms in virtual world

getting more cloudy !
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on line storage

additional resources

 see Tab #1, section 1.5 of chapter 1 of 
my treatise 

(summarizes Fourth Amendment and 
statutory framework)
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